Direct-plug-in and Cord-connected Class 2 Power Units - Component
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Class 2 power supplies, Model(s) CLy-100-z, where y can be G (for with Glue) or N (for without Glue), z can be 12, 15, 20, 24, 27, 36, or 48.

Class 2 power supplies, Model(s) CLy-60-z, where y can be G (with potting compound) or N (without potting compound), z can be 12, 15, 20, 24, 27, 36, 48.

Class 2 power supplies, Model(s) ELN-30-xy, where x can be 5, 9, 12, 15, 24, 27 or 48, y can be D, P or blank., ELN-60-xy, where x can be 9, 12, 15, 24, 27 or 48, y can be D, P or blank., LPC-20-350, LPC-20-700, LPC-35-1050, LPC-35-1400, LPC-35-700, LPC-60-1050, LPC-60-1400, LPC-60-1750, LPV-20-12, LPV-20-15, LPV-20-24, LPV-20-5, LPV-35-12, LPV-35-15, LPV-35-24, LPV-35-36, LPV-35-5, LPV-60-12, LPV-60-15, LPV-60-24, LPV-60-36, LPC-100-12, PLC-100-20, PLC-100-24, PLC-100-27, PLC-100-36, PLC-100-48, PLN-100-12, PLN-100-9

Class 2 power supplies, Model(s) PLN-60-z, PLC-60-z, PLC-45-z and PLC-45-z, where z can be 12, 15, 20, 24, 27, 36, 48.

Class 2 power supplies, Model(s) PLX-30-Y, X=N (for cord type) or C (for terminal block type), Y=12, 15, 20, 24, 27, 36, 48
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Class 2 power supplies, Model(s) CLy-100-z, where y can be G (for Glue) or N (for without Glue), z can be 12, 15, 20, 24, 27, 36, or 48.

Class 2 power supplies, Model(s) CLy-60-z, where y can be G (with potting compound) or N (without potting compound), z can be 12, 15, 20, 24, 27, 36, 48.

Class 2 power supplies, Model(s) ELN-30-xy, where x can be 5, 9, 12, 15, 24, 27 or 48, y can be D, P or blank., ELN-60-xy, where x can be 9, 12, 15, 24, 27 or 48, y can be D, P or blank., LPC-20-700, LPC-35-1050, LPC-35-1400, LPC-35-700, LPC-60-1050, LPC-60-1400, LPC-60-1750, LPV-20-12, LPV-20-15, LPV-20-24, LPV-20-5, LPV-35-12, LPV-35-15, LPV-35-24, LPV-35-5, LPV-60-12, LPV-60-15, LPV-60-24, LPV-60-36, LPV-60-48, PLC-100-12, PLC-100-15, PLC-100-20, PLC-100-24, PLC-100-27, PLC-100-36, PLC-100-48, PLN-100-12, PLN-100-15, PLN-100-20, PLN-100-24, PLN-100-27, PLN-100-36, PLN-100-48, PLN-30-9

Class 2 power supplies, Model(s) PLN-60-z, PLC-60-z, PLN-45-z and PLC-45-z, where z can be 12, 15, 20, 24, 27, 36, 48.

Class 2 power supplies, Model(s) PLX-30-Y, X=N (for cord type) or C (for terminal block type), Y=12, 15, 20, 24, 27, 36, 48.